Foreign Trade Zone
Ability to integrate your BoM data or your inventory consumption data to
track inventory and avoid manual entry and reconciliation High level of
flexibility to accommodate your complex manufacturing processes and
its use of inventory towards products including exports, domestic, and
ancillaries.
Provides for all CBP and FTZ
requirements including receipts,
adjustments, and shipments from the
Zone on FIFO/UIN basis Supports
approved zone operations including
receiving, manipulation, manufacturing,
consolidation, distribution, and
destruction of inventory. Inventory
reconciliation with your system on a
daily basis.
Integrate with your existing systems
and unique identifiers for your parts data
to automate what falls within the zone
purview. Automatically populate
Advanced Shipment Notification (ASN)
data by integrating with your partners
including carriers, freight forwarders,
vessel operators etc. Integration with
your CHB.

ABI and ACE approved Individual and
weekly entries (CBPF 3461 and CBPF
7501) Weekly estimate tracking,
antidumping tracking, and combined
NAFTA entries CBPF 7512 (in-bond
documentation) and QP/WP
transmissions
Unified web browser user interface and
platform providing the ability to manage
all zone operations for either a single
site or multiple subzones, as well as
multiple customers in a general
purpose zone or any combination
Annual CBP Reconciliation Reports and
FTZ Board Report Quarterly Harbor
Maintenance Fee Data Report All
standard customs forms and reports
Customizable reports and ad-hoc
reporting Direct submission of e-214
System tasks to ensure the user does
not miss CBP or FTZ Board deadlines or
submission dates Comprehensive audit
trail
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Foreign Trade Zone
GTKonnect builds trusted relationships with some of the world's best
brands. Companies such as Target, Mattel, and DHL trust GTK software
and tools to support their trade management activities. GTK believes in a
"Base + Configurable" solution approach. We understand that each client
is different and flexibility is necessary. Our vision is to empower our
customers to manage an efficient logistics and customs operation
through our easy to use software solutions and outstanding customer
support. We do this through; staying ahead of the game, a professional
approach, and personalized service. To learn more contact us directly at
sales@gtkonnect.com or click Request a Demo on our website.
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